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18-1-2016 
In Love with Jesus 

 
Beyond her ego, every woman is in love with Jesus.  
 
Man’s ‘strange’ dishonourable task, seemingly as a Woman – but, in fact, as part of 

Showing her the Truth, her Real Beloved – is to ‘seduce’ the woman into falling for her own 
egoic attraction for men, even to open her body for (these men as part of) Herself (instead of 
for Man as He Is). This egoic attraction is very different from the Pure Direct Love a woman 
feels for the Jesus in the Man. In following her egoic attraction woman falls for the slaves of 
her ego, for the ones who are a (dirty) mirror of her own ego, which doesn’t want to lie on the 
ground in front of Jesus but wants to rule, wants herself to be of importance – instead of 
humbly serving the One she Loves. It’s ugly, woman’s falling in love with the clumsy image 
of her own ego as reflected in men. She, as a slave of the Ego Force, could even order her 
male slaves to kill Jesus so that she could keep ruling and running, and so she doesn’t have to 
face the Clean Mirror and is not sentenced to Love… 

But usually it doesn’t need to happen in a roundabout way and She Herself Kills 
Jesus. Physical killing is not necessary usually. She weakens Him energetically so much that 
He cannot play any relevant role here on Earth in the Domain and playground of Ego. And it 
is true, if He isn’t resurrected after the Killing of His Heart, then it turns out He was no real 
Jesus. Only Jesus can stand, survive, live through the Ego in a woman. He ‘simply’ Feels the 
Pain of it, instead of reacting to it. In this respect, Woman’s task is a sad one: She must kill 
her potential lover in order to find out if He is really Her Beloved, Her Jesus, who can See-
Feel, stand up against and Transcend Her Ego, who can rise from the dead again and again – 
only by the miracle of His Love. 

Only He who has the Eye on Earth, in the Darkness of Her Ego, is the Jesus of Her 
Heart. He Opens Her Heart on Earth, stoned as it has been from the (hidden) hardness of Her 
Ego. He makes Her Love as She Somewhere Remembers She can – and Should. 

That, indeed, Her slaves become envious at Jesus when Woman would openly declare 
Her Love for Jesus, shouldn’t prevent Her from, sooner or later, doing so. But, again, only 
‘Jesus’ can enable Her to do so. Sooner or later She should speak and not hide Her True Love 
any longer: that ‘Jesus’ is Her Man, that the men She was with for all these centuries were 
just poor, temporary substitutes but not real. She never took them seriously, she always lied to 
them that she loved them, she always lied to them by opening her body for them.  

The love story of Woman thus far on earth is a sad one. She has numbed Herself in 
many many ways so she doesn’t have to Feel in His Heart the painfulness of it, how She has 
always missed Him, how She ‘had to’ cheat on Him, betray Him, how She hated Herself for it 
– and still does. Only the Heart of Jesus when It (finally) manifests in a Man can put an end to 
this hate, can put an end to the transmission of it into the next generation, and the next… 

A True Man does not seduce a woman. He does not seduce her in order to get her for 
himself – even though this is a very common practice among men here on earth. It is rather 
the opposite. A Man will Create tests for her that she must pass, to see if she is Allowed to 
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Love Him, the Beloved ‘Jesus’ of Her Heart. A True Man is a rare creation. A Woman who 
passes the tests he inflicts on Her, who is truly Ready to Love, is even rarer.  

One thing is certain. Ego, despite its high aspirations, will never meet Jesus, the Jesus 
in a man. Only humble women will get a glimpse of him – or more than that: they will Be 
Surrendered to the Pure Sight of Him. She Who Sees Him will Be Surrendered into His Heart 
and Live on Earth. Only She Who sees Him, the Man of Her Heart, will truly be Here, on 
Earth. Otherwise she will keep flying, flying in her, hidden or obvious, egoic dreams. Only 
the Man Whose Heart has Become Body, Flesh, can Bring Woman Down. Everything True 
Happens through His Heart, the rest is a filling of time, of forms, of trying, of unrecognized 
inability and despair. 

The Test is if She is Truly Willing to See Him – or, if she keeps seeing Herself, and 
suffers accordingly. The Test is if She is Willing to Let go of herself and Disappear in His 
Heart. The Woman who Disappears in Him, in His Heart, Becomes Whole, Becomes His 
Heart, only She. Only She Knows what, beyond her own effort, is True Happiness. Only She 
who gives up trying to fulfil herself, trying to be fulfilled by something or someone from 
outside, or trying to find a (good) man in the world can Find Him, Her Beloved – by 
Recognition, Pure Recognition Which Turns out to Be Love. This Recognition Comes by 
Letting Her Ego Be Overwhelmed, Outshone by Love, Pure Love for the Man who has 
always Waited in Her Heart to Manifest. If Woman is Ready to Be Created by Him He will 
Appear in the Form… 


